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Student fees would be needed to renovate the second floor of the University Union, which Associated Students Inc. has 
identified as a good place for students to socialize. If renovated, ASl officials said the UU will never be closed down.
ASI looks to renovate UU
Isaiah Narciso
MUSTANC, DAILY
The University Union will under­
go renovation soon, if a plan gains 
approval by Associated Students Inc. 
executive director Rick Johnson and 
C'al Poly President Warren Baker.
The second floor of the UU will 
eventually be transformed according 
to student interests and demands, 
said Brandon Souza, UU Advisory 
Board chair and agribusiness senior.
“We have identified the upper 
floor of the UU as primary space for 
students to socialize,” Souza said.
“But it also provides students a study 
atmosphere between classes and 
especially during finals week.”
Souza said that changes would 
provide more room for students 
wishing to study, hang out with 
friends, or just relax.
“We are working with a design 
firm to best maximize the space in 
the upper floor of the University 
Union,” Souza said. “This is done to 
provide more study space for stu­
dents and to basically improve the 
current spaces we have in terms of 
aesthetics.”
ASI has chosen OMNI Design
Group Inc., the company that built 
the Epicenter section of the UU, for 
the renovation. However, no definite 
plans have been made or approved by 
either Johnson or Baker.
The UU, which is supported by 
student fees, was built in 1971. Some 
students agree it is showing its age 
and needs to be updated.
“They need to brighten up the 
concrete,” English senior Megan 
Madsen said. “In addition, the UU 
needs to have secure computer 
access.”
Others said the current UU 
see Union, page 2
Former house 
speakers remarks 
upset fraternity
Daniella Orihuela-Gruber
MUSTANL, DAILY
Latino ifaternity Lambda Theta Ehi released a statement oppos­
ing former House Speaker Newt Gingrich’s recent speech touting 
English as the United States’ othcial language.
On April 1, Ciingrich said, “The American people believe 
English should be the official language of the government. ... We 
should replace bilingual 
education with immersion 
in English so people learn 
the common language of 
the country and they learn 
the language of prosperity, 
not the language of living 
111 a ghetto.”
Lambda Theta Fhi repre­
sentatives responded by 
accusing Ciingrich of 
racism, saying that bilin­
gualism is “not a disability 
but a privilege, skill and 
connection to our roots.”
The statement went on to 
say that Latinos have made 
an impact wherever 'they 
lived, whether it was in a 
ghetto or in America’s most 
affluent neighborhoods 
where Ciingrich himself 
might live.
“Many were raised and 
born in the ghetto, but lan­
guage is not the barrier; instead, a sense of community, compa.ssion 
for our counterparts and confidence of nei^borhood revival keeps 
us tied to our community,” said Lambda Theta Phi’s national direc­
tor of communications Anthony Perez in the statement.
Jaime Calderon, a C"al Poly and Lambda Theta Phi alumnus, said 
that Gingrich hasn’t really interacted with the Latino communities 
that he’s referring to.
“The reason why the United States has been such a successful 
country is because of all the major contributions by different immi­
grant groups,” Calderon said. “To categorize a certain language and
see Remarks, page 2
To categorize a 
certain language 
and saying it s the 
language o f the 
ghetto negates all 
the things that 
Latinos and other 
immigrant groups 
have contributed 
to the country as 
a whole.
—^Jaime Calderon 
Cal Poly and Lambda Theta Phi alumnus
Guide dogs: the best friends o f many Cal Poly students
Daniel Seguin
MUSTANC; DAILY
Kate Cappe begins her day just 
like any other college student. 
When she wakes up in the morn­
ing, she showers, dresses, eats break­
fast and then she leaves for a full day 
of classes.
Cappe performs this morning 
ritual with her close companion 
Sequoia, a midnight-black Labrador 
Retriever that woulil appear to be 
an average pet.
However, that would be wrong; 
there IS nothing average about this
I T t ie s i^ P r o if ile l
twosome.
Sequoia is a guide dog in training 
for the blind, who is being trained 
through a local group called Paws 4 
Sight; C'appe is her handler and 
trainer.
Coming to Cappe almost imme­
diately following the dog’s birth. 
Sequoia will spend a total of 18 
months with her.
An animal science sophomore, 
C'appe said she wanted to become
involved with the program for a 
combination of reasons.
“I went to my first meeting in 
September of ’05,” C'appe said. “I 
thought it would be really cool to 
have a dog to be with me every­
where I go.
“1 also wanted to mix communi­
ty service with my major. I thought 
they would blend well together.”
Cappe said that she really got 
hooked on the pmgram after she 
attended one very special event.
“I went to an outing and met 
some of the people the guide dogs
see Dogs, page 2
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continued from page I
wore placed with,” C'appe said. “It was an inspirational 
visit. After that day, 1 knew 1 would always be involved” 
C!appe said that she and Sequoia spend the day and 
night together, practically as a single unit.
“She’s like iny little shadow, she follows me around 
everywhere 1 go,” Cappe said.
“1 go to my classes in the morning, lab in the middle of 
the day and then classes at night. C^ ut to lunch break, in 
the car, she just comes everywhere with me.”
C'appe said one of the requirements the handlers teach 
the guide dogs are a series of basic commands.
“C^ne of the commands 1 teach her is‘do your business,’ 
which is a relieving command,” C'appe said. “1 also teach 
her sit, stay, down, stand and come.”
Animal science junior Laura Ingels said that she has 
been involved with Paws 4 Sight since she was in high 
school and is currently raising her fourth dog.
“1 saw an ad and became interested,” Ingels said. “My 
mom and 1 co-raised our first puppy together.”
Ingels said one reason she has been involved so long is 
the great atmosphere the campus offers for training.
“The campus and the teachers are really great and 
accepting of the dogs,” Ingels said. “I can take my dog into 
any class or any building and not have a problem.”
Ingels is the handler for Ciretchen, a yellow Labrador 
who has been with her for the last year.
Ingels said that when she is finished training Gretchen, 
the dog will go to the Guide Dogs for the Blind campus 
in San Rafael to finish training.
“There’s a 10-phase program that they must com­
plete,” Ingels said. “It’s really intense, really rigoix>us.They 
have to pass each level.
“It takes about six months to do the phases, then they 
get placed with a blind person,” she said.
Ingels said she would like to remain involved with the 
program post-graduation.
“I would love to keep raising dogs after I graduate,” 
Ingels said.“It’s very important to me to keep doing it.” 
Ingels also said that the program would have an effect 
on her finding work.
“ It would* definitely have an influence on my job 
choice,” Ingels said. “I would take the job that would 
allow me to have the dog.”
C'appe said there are options for dogs that don’t make 
It thixiugh the pixigram and their trainers as well.
n^TRlCK TRAUTFIELD MUSTANC. DA11.Y
Kate Cappe participates in the program Paws 4 Sight, 
which places Sequoia with her for around 18 months.
“Those are the dogs we refer to as ‘career change’ 
dogs,” Cappe said. “The handler can either keep the dog 
through an adoption process or have it placed in another 
program.”
C'appe said other options that are available include 
Guide Dogs for Diabetes, Canine Buddies for young chil­
dren or being placed in search and rescue jobs.
“These dogs are bred to work so there are a lot of dog 
jobs out there,” she said.
Susan King is the leader of the Paws 4 Sight group and 
said that having students as handlers is something that 
benefits everyone.
“I think it’s good for the school. I think it’s great for 
the kids and I think it’s good for us,” she said.
C')ther group leaders have concerns about using college 
students as trainers, but King said her experience with Cal 
Poly students has been a good one.
“I have found in my experience that every C'al Poly 
student I’ve had raising a puppy has done a magnificent 
job,” she said. “I have been very impressed with the qual­
ity of each student.”
Remarks
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saying it’s the language of the ghetto 
negates all the things that Latinos and 
other immigrant groups have con­
tributed to the country as a whole.”
Cfingnch, once a history professor, 
served as Speaker of the House fix>m 
1993 to 1999.
1 he incident reflects America’s 
divided view on the issue of immigra­
tion into the United States, especially 
fitmi Mexico.
Liberal studies sophomore Noe 
Mora said that while English is every- 
whea- in the United States, so is 
Spanish and other languages that have 
been bmught in by immigrants.
“The English came over here and 
spa*ad their cultua* too, so saying 
Spanish is ghetto is ridiculous because 
this country is based on immigration 
and other people coming here with 
their cultua*,” she said.
The United States itself has a rich 
history of bilingualism. As many 
immigrants came to the U.S. in the 
1800s and on, they bmught their cul- 
tua*s and languages to the communi­
ties they settled in. Spanish, as bmught 
in by the Mexican immigrants is only 
the latest example of this tradition.
“In places like Eumpe, if you know 
more than two languages, you’re con­
sidered elite, but if you come to the 
U.S. and you know more than one 
language, especially Spanish, it’s 
demeaning,” said civil engineering
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continued from page / 
design has left them scrambling to 
find a place to sit down and read. 
Cxminuinications senior
Stephanie Ericsson said that lack 
of space in the UU forced her to 
find other study spots.
“I rarely come here anyways,” 
Ericsson said. “ I have alternative 
places to hang out and study, like 
the library.”
Souza acknowledged that cer­
tain changes do have to be made 
in a timely manner. But other fac­
tors play a role in reshaping the 
nucleus of student life on campus.
“We basically need to soften up 
the study places that we have,” 
Souza said. “Furniture and other 
related items do need to be 
replaced and updated. So we’re 
taking a look at the traffic flow of 
the union and how it affects stu­
dents.”
Souza also said that the new 
design should avoid knocking 
down walls as much as possible 
within the current second floor 
design.
He made it his goal to make the 
UU an enjoyable area where stu­
dents can come in between class­
es, on weekends and be comfort­
able at the same time.
But like any other construction 
project, updating the UU to mod­
ern standards requires plenty of 
funding. In addition, Souza stated 
that the process of soundproofing 
and asbestos removal could drive 
up the cost of renovation.
senior Adolfo Muñoz.
National bilingualism and multilin­
gualism is common in many coun­
tries. Ireland’s two official languages 
are English and Gaelic; Israel’s official 
languages are Hebrew and Arabic; and 
South Africa has 11 official languages.
“Lambda Theta Phi respects all 
opinions; nevertheless, our culture is 
not up for negotiations,” concluded 
the fraternity’s statement.
Lambda Theta Phi was founded in 
1975 at Kean University in New 
Jersey. It is the first 1 anno fraternity 
recognized by the North-American 
Interfraternity Conference. Lambda 
Theta Phi now has over 90 chapters 
and colonies across the United States. 
Cal Poly’s Lambda Theta Phi chapter 
was founded in 1998?
“Improvements are done 
through student fees and past ref- 
erenduiiis,” Souza said. “But the 
funding will come mostly from 
reserve accounts. We are very 
uptight on raising the tuition.”
However, with the Cal Poly 
student population growth 
around 2 to 3 percent a year, the 
second floor has to accommodate 
more students, said Michelle 
Broom, ASl public relations and 
marketing coordinator.
“The demand is huge,” Broom 
said. “We have to expand student 
capacity. More seating would be 
ideal.”
But construction of the project 
could take months or even years. 
And the timing of the project, 
when approved, also plays a big 
role in its completion.
“Ideally, it would take place 
over the summer when there are 
fewer students on campus,” 
Broom said. “But construction 
projects often run over (time).”
Broom said that any construc­
tion in the UU should only have 
a minimal impact on students. But 
others thought it would drastical­
ly affect their decision to go there.
“Other places like the library 
could be more crowded due to 
the construction,” Madsen said.
However, Souza said that the 
UU would remain open to stu­
dents when the modernization 
starts.
“Our goal is to never close 
down an entire facility,” Souza 
said. “We pay these (UU) fees 
every quarter, and it should come
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Briefs
State
SACRAMENTO (AP) —
The union representing 
California Highway Patrol offi­
cers is seeking to end its contract 
affiliation with the union repre­
senting prison guards, arguing 
that the state cannot bargain in 
good faith if labor negotiations 
are linked.
The 6,()(K)-ineniber California 
Highway Patrolmen Association 
filed an unfair labor practice 
charge with the state Public 
Employee Relations Board this 
month. State labor negotiators 
established the connection in 
2(M)2 when they gave the 31,(KMi- 
member prison guards union a 
deal that included a promise to 
keep guards’ pay $666 a month
below the highway patrol scale.
.  • • •
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
— David Halberstam, a Pulitzer 
Prize-winning author who 
chronicled the Washington press 
corps, the Vietnam War genera­
tion and baseball, was killed in a 
car crash early Monday, a coroner 
said. He was 73.
Halberstam, a New Yorker, was 
a pas.senger in a car that was 
broadsided by another vehicle in 
Menlo Park, south of San 
Francisco, San Mateo County 
C'oroner Robert Foucrault said.
National
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Bolstered by a fresh show of sup­
port from President Bush, 
Attorney General Alberto 
Gonzales sought Monday to 
move beyond calls for his resigna­
tion and lingering questions- 
about his credibility after the fir­
ings of federal prosecutors. 
Critics reluctantly conceded that 
Gonzales was likely to weather 
the political storm. But many 
scoffed at Bush’s claim of having 
more confidence in his attorney 
general after Gonzales’ Senate 
testimony last week that was 
filled with memory lapses.
• • •
W ASHINGTON (AP) —
Fewer benefits, more tax money 
and some accounting magic have 
bought an extra year of life for 
Social Security and Medicare, 
trustees of the government’s two 
largest benefit programs said 
Monday. The oncoming crush of 
78 million retiring baby boomers 
still will crash the Medicare trust 
fund by 2019 and the Social 
Security trust fund by 2041 
unless Congress and the White 
House can agree on a way to save 
the programs, the officials said. 
Those dates are each one year 
later than the trustees estimated 
in last year’s report.
International
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) —
Iran’s hard-line president pro­
posed Monday to hold public 
talks with President Bush on a 
wide range of issues, without say­
ing whether that included inter­
national suspicions of the Iranian 
nuclear program or allegations of 
Iranian meddling in Iraq.
The Iranian leader did not 
elaborate on what specifically he 
was willing to discuss with the 
U.S. president, but he said the 
talks “should be held with media 
present.”
• • •
ABUJA, Nigeria (AP) — A
former chemistry professor hand­
picked by President Olusegun 
Obasanjo won Nigeria’s presi­
dential election in a landslide 
Monday, a vote denounced as 
deeply flawed by international 
observers and the opposition.
Umaru Yar’Adua must now 
fight for credibility in Nigeria, 
Africa’s largest oil producer, 
where some 15,(K)() people have 
died since strict military rule 
ended in 1999.
Yar’Adua is a 56-year-old 
Muslim from the north of a 
country of 140 million people 
nearly equally split between 
northern Muslims and southern 
Christians.
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Democrats agree on 
Iraq legislation Bush 
has threatened to veto, 
setting up showdown
David Espo
ASStn iATEI) PRESS
WASHINGTON — A historic- 
veto showdown assured. 
Democratic leaders agreed Monday 
on legislation that requires the first 
U.S. combat troops to be with­
drawn from Iraq by Oct. 1 with a 
goal of a complete pullout six 
months later.
“No more will Congress turn a 
blind eye to the Bush administra­
tion’s incompetence and dishon­
esty,” Senate Majority Leader 
Harry Reid said in a speech in 
which he accused the president of
living in a state of denial about 
events in Iraq more than four years 
after the U.S.-led invasion.
Bush, confident of enough votes 
to sustain his veto, was unambigu­
ous in his response.“ I will strongly 
reject an artificial timetable (for) 
withdrawal and/or Washington 
politicians trying to tell those who 
wear the uniform how to do their 
job,” he told reporters in the Oval 
Office as he met with his top Iraq 
commander, Gen. David Petraeus.
Taken together, the day’s events 
marked the quickening of a con­
frontation that has been building
see Withdrawal, page 4
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Withdrawal
continued from page 3 
since Democrats took control of 
Congress in January and promised 
to change policy in a war has 
claimed the lives of more than 
3,200 U.S. troops.
Congressional negotiators for 
the House and Senate met in late 
afternoon and ratified the details 
of the legislation. Republicans 
voiced opposition, but made no 
attempt to delay or even seek 
changes. “We all know this bill is 
going nowhere fast,” said Rep. 
Jerry Lewis, R-Calif., referring to 
the veto threat.
“Congress is preparing to deliv­
er a message of surrender just as 
General Petraeus arrives in 
Washington this week to brief the 
commander in chief and members 
of Congress on the war,” he 
added.
The bill includes more than $90 
billion for the wars in Iraq and 
Afghanistan, the withdrawal 
timetable that Bush finds objec­
tionable and billions of dollars in 
domestic spending that he also has 
threatened to veto. Overall, the bill 
totals $124.2 billion.
Democratic aides said House 
Speaker Nancy Pelosi and Reid 
hope to clear the measure through 
both houses by Friday and send it 
to Bush by early next week for his 
expected veto. The Democratic 
leaders have not said whether they 
will attempt to override the veto 
in what would be a largely sym­
bolic act given the number of 
Republicans who have said they 
will back the president.
There is far less certainty about 
the next steps in the historic 
wartime confrontation between 
Congress and commander in 
chief. Reid and other Democrats 
have said repeatedly they will not 
leave the troops without the funds 
they need, but they have not said 
whether they will first force Bush 
to veto at least one more bill 
before sending him legislation he 
finds acceptable.
In his remarks, Reid criticized 
Bush and called Vice President 
Dick Cheney the president’s 
“chief attack dog,” lacking in 
credibility.
He likened the president to 
Lyndon Johnson, saying the for­
mer president ordered troop esca­
lations in Vietnam in an attempt 
“to save his political legacy,” only 
to watch U.S. casualties climb 
steadily.
Bush, he said, “is the only per­
son wlio fails to face this war’s 
reality — and that failure is devas­
tating not just for Iraq’s future, but 
for ours.”
Reid had made similar com­
ments at a White House meeting 
last week among Bush and top 
lawmakers, and the president dis­
missed the comparison with 
Johnson, according to several par­
ticipants in the session. This time, 
Dana Perino, the president’s 
spokeswoman fired back. She said 
it was Reid who was ignoring 
reality, not the president.
She said Reid is in denial about 
the vicious nature of the enemy 
and about the U.S.-led plan to 
provide more security in Iraq. 
“He’s also in denial that a surren­
der date — he thinks it is a good 
idea. It is not a good idea. It is 
defeat. It is a death sentence for 
the millions of Iraqis who voted 
for a constitution, who voted for a 
government, who voted for a free 
and democratic society.”
As outlined by Democratic offi­
cials, the emerging legislation 
would require the withdrawal of 
U.S. forces to begin by Oct. 1, 
even earlier if Bush cannot certify 
that the Iraqi government is mak­
ing progress in disarming militias, 
reducing sectarian violence and 
forging political compromises.
Another provision in the mea­
sure would withhold about $850 
million in foreign aid funds from 
the Iraqis if the government does 
not meet those standards.
Also, the Pentagon would be 
required to adhere to certain stan­
dards for the training and equip-
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ping of units sent to Iraq, and for 
their rest at home between 
deployments. Bush could waive 
the guidelines if necessary. 
Democrats assume he would, but 
want him on record as doing so.
Under the nonbinding time­
line, all combat troops would be 
withdrawn by April 1,2008.
After that date, U.S. forces 
would have a redefined and 
restricted mission of protecting 
U.S. personnel and facilities, 
engaging in counterterrorism 
activities against al-Qaida and 
other similar organizations and 
training and equipping Iraqi 
forces.
Democrats jettisoned some of 
the additional domestic spending 
that Bush has held up to ridicule, 
including funds for spinach grow­
ers and peanut farmers. But Reid, 
Pelosi and others decided to 
include money to help farmers hit 
by natural disasters as well as the 
victims of Hurricane Katrina.
Reid’s speech blended criticism 
of Bush, an appeal for patience to 
the anti-war voters who last fall 
gave Democrats control, and an 
attempt to shape the post-veto 
debate.
“I understand the restlessness 
that some feel. Many who voted 
for change in November antici­
pated dramatic and immediate 
results in January,” he said.
“But like it or not, George W. 
Bush is still the commander in 
chief— and this is his war,” Reid 
said.
Looking beyond Bush’s expect­
ed veto, he said, “If the president 
disagrees, let him come to us with 
an alternative. Instead of sending 
us back to square one with a veto, 
some tough talk and nothfng 
more, let him come to the table in 
the spirit of bipartisanship that 
Americans demand and deserve.”
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President Boris 
Yeltsin dead at 7 6
Douglas Birch
ASSOCIATED PRESS
MOSCOW — Boris Yeltsin, who 
kicked the props out from under the 
tottering Soviet empire and then 
struggled to build a nation from its 
wreckage, died Monday after seeing 
many of his democratic reforms 
rolled back. The former Russian 
president was 76.
Larger than life during his tenure, 
Yeltsin shrank from public view fol­
lowing his retirement on New Year’s 
Eve 1999, and in recent years has 
rarely given interviews. But the big, 
bumptious politician with the soft 
pink features and wave of white hair 
could be seen again Monday in file 
footage on Russian television.
President Vladimir Putin spoke to 
the nation four hours after the 
announcement of Yeltsin’s death to 
praise briefly Russia’s first freely 
elected president as a man “thanks 
to whom a whole new epoch has 
started.”
“New democratic Russia was 
born, a free state open to the world; 
a state in which power truly belongs 
to the people,” Putin said.
Yeltsin will be buried Wednesday 
in Moscow’s historic Novodevichy 
cemetery, the resting place of such 
diverse figures as writer Anton 
Chekhov and former Soviet leader 
Nikita Khrushchev. Putin post­
poned his annual state of the state 
address from Wednesday to 
Thursday in deference.
Yeltsin was, according' to Andrew 
Kuchins of the Center for Strategic 
and International Studies in 
Washington, “a revolutionary leader 
at a revolutionary moment,” a 
reformer who battled the 
Communist Party from the inside, 
an exultant wrecker of the 
U.S.S.R.’s totalitarian regime.
But as president of Russia, he 
seemed too willing to use force, too 
tolerant of corruption, too eager to 
trust his gut — even when it led to 
disaster.
He stood on top of a tank during 
the 1991 coup attempt by 
Communist hard-liners like a big 
game hunter celebrating his kill, but 
two years later, he ordered tanks to 
shell upstart members of parliament.
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He broke up the old Soviet Union, 
but then invaded Chechnya when 
the region joined the rush for inde­
pendence.
He abolished the old KGB, but 
then named a KGB veteran — 
Putin — as his heir apparent.
But what angered many Russians 
was how Yeltsin the crusader against 
Soviet corruption presided over a 
fire sale of state-owned industries to 
Kremlin insiders, a move which cre­
ated a small cadre of Russian bil­
lionaires overnight.
Meanwhile, during his tenure, 
many ordinary Russian citizens saw 
their savings wiped out, their jobs 
evaporate, the society their parents 
and grandparents had created disin­
tegrate.
“He was one of us,” said Galina 
Alexandrovna, a Moscow resident, 
recalling the heady days after the 
Soviet collapse. “When we elected 
him, we all shouted, ‘Hurrah for 
Boris Yeltsin,’ but then Russia start­
ed selling itself off and we the sim­
ple people didn’t like what was hap­
pening.”
Mikhail Gorbachev, the last 
Soviet president, eulogized Yeltsin
— both a comrade and a nemesis — 
as one “on whose shoulders are 
both great deeds for the country 
and serious errors,” according to the 
news agency Interfax.
Perhaps frustrated by Russia’s 
stumbling out of the gate after the 
Soviet era, Yeltsin increasingly con­
centrated power in his own hands
— and finally handed the president’s 
enormous powers over to Putin, 
whose loyalty impressed Yeltsin.
After Putin took power, he was 
careful to cultivate the image of the 
anti-Yeltsin. The second Russian 
president always appears sober, 
where Yeltsin often was not; Putin is 
decisive where Yeltsin waffled, firing 
Cabinet after Cabinet. And Putin 
appears calculating where Yeltsin 
could be spontaneous, to the point 
of being impulsive.
Yeltsin’s greatest moments, in 
fact, came during fitful flashes of 
inspiration and surges of energy. 
From atop the tank, he led resis­
tance to the attempted coup against 
Gorbachev in August 1991, and 
spearheaded the peaceful end of the 
Soviet state on Dec. 25 of that year.
Ill with heart problems, and fac­
ing possible defeat by a Communist 
challenger in his 1996 re-election 
bid, Yeltsin somehow sprinted 
through the final weeks of the cam­
paign. The challenge transformed 
the shaky convalescent into a spry, 
dancing candidate.
When he boogied onstage with 
two miniskirted women during that 
campaign, some Russians laughed, 
while others rolled their eyes.
His career, in fact, was often 
punctuated by bizarre behavior that 
the public chalked up to drinking. 
Red-faced pranks, missed appoint­
ments, and inarticulate and contra­
dictory public comments were 
blamed by aides on jet lag, medica­
tion or illness.
Yeltsin was not one to apologize. 
“A man must live like a great, bright 
flame and burn as brightly as he
see Yeltsin, page 5
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continued from page 4 
can,’’Yeltsin has been quoted as say- 
ing.’Mn the end, he burns out. But this 
is better than a mean, little flame.”
Boris Nikolayevich Yeltsin was 
born Feb. 1, 1931, into a peasant fam­
ily in the Sverdlovsk region of the 
Ural Mountains.
When he was 3, his father was 
imprisoned in dictator Josef Stalin’s 
purges for allegedly owning property 
before the 1917 Bolshevik 
Revolution.
As a mischievous child, he lost his 
thumb and index finger while playing 
with a stolen grenade.
Yeltsin was, by his own account, a 
garrulous, scrappy boy who loved 
pranks and sports, and was quick to 
fight. And fixjtn the start, he bucked 
authority. He was expelled from ele­
mentary school for criticizing a 
teacher at a school assembly.
Brash and ambitious, he rose 
through the ranks of the Communist 
Party. But he chafed against the party’s 
iron discipline and turned into one of 
its most de'termined foes.
After he helped bring down the 
old regime, Yeltsin couldn’t be both­
ered with the tricky matter of gov­
erning and was quick to blame subor­
dinates for Russia’s multiplying prob­
lems.
“He brought about the fairly 
peaceful collapse of the Soviet Union, 
the dismantling of the Communist 
Party,” Kuchins said. “Then he inher­
ited a large hairball of a Job that he 
wasn’t well suited to do on a day-to- 
day basis.”
He seemed to be a democrat by 
instinct, in a nation that had never 
known democracy. But as the years 
passed, he increasingly concentrated 
power in his own hands. And when 
there was trouble, he frequently 
resorted to frwe to quell dissent — 
claiming only that only harsh mea­
sures could keep the country togeth­
er.
He sent tanks and troops in 
C^ctober 1993 to flush armed hard­
liners out of a hostile parliament after 
violence in the streets of Moscow. 
And in December 1994, Yeltsin 
launched the first of two of Russia’s 
wars against separatists in the southern 
a*public of C'hechnya — conflicts that 
would turn the Chechen capital of 
Cimzny into a wasteland and cost the 
lives of tens of thousands.
Yeltsin sometimes seemed over­
whelmed by his responsibilities. 
Former Prime Minister Viktor 
Chernomyrdin said Yeltsin’s health 
never recovea*d from the stress of try­
ing to steer Russia through some of 
its darkest hours.
“Yeltsin headed the country during 
the most diflicult time and it could 
not but affect the health of even such 
a strong man,” said C'hernomyrdin, 
now ambassador to Ukraine.
Admirers contend that it was the 
trauma of the U.S.S.R.’s death throes, 
not Yeltsin’s leadership, that brought 
Russia to the brink.
“If not for the strong will of Boris 
Nikolayevich, we cannot rule out that 
after Gorbachev, Russia could have 
plunged — for many, many years or 
even decades — into civil war,” said 
Vyacheslav Kostikov, a former pa*ss 
secmtary.
In the final years of his presitlency, 
Yeltsin was (.logged by health prob­
lems and often seemed out of touch.
I le retreated regularly to his country 
residence outside Moscow for weeks 
at a time.
Yet Yeltsin’s debut as president was 
stunning. 1 le laid the foundation tor 
what many hoped would later 
become a modern democracy — 
guaranteeing the rights to free speech.
Colorful Russian Former Russia president Boris Nikolayevich Yeltsin. 76, died Monday Born into a 
I  -  peasant family in the Ural Mountains’ Sverdlovsk region, he rose to become his nationleader passes first piopularly elected president.
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private property, multiparty elections, 
and opening the borders to trade and 
travel.
Though full of bluster, he revealed 
more of his personal life and private 
doubts than any previous Russian 
leader.
“The debilitaring bouts of depres­
sion, the grave second thoughts, the 
insomnia and headaches in the middle 
of the night, the tears and despair ... 
the hurt from people close to me who 
did not support me at the last minute, 
who didn’t hold up, who deceived me 
— I have had to bear all of this,” he 
wrote in his 1994 memoir, “The 
Struggle for Russia.”
Yeltsin pushed through free-market 
reforms, creating a private sector and 
allowing foreign investment. In for­
eign policy, he assured independence 
for Russia’s Soviet-era satellites, over­
saw troop and arms reductions, and 
warmly embraced Western leaders.
Throughout his nearly decade- 
long leadership, he remained Russia’s 
strongest bulwark against 
C'omniunism.
“What set him apart was that he 
very often defeated his opponents, but 
he never trampled on them,” said 
Grigory Yavlinsky, the head of Russia’s 
liberal Yabloko party, which under 
Putin has been marginalized. “He 
would knock an opponent off his 
horse, but never destroy him. In his
time there were many shortcomings 
and even crimes, but ... there was 
never any physical removal of political 
opponents in Russia, and that was his 
personal contribution.”
But there was another Yeltsin.
He was hesitant to act against ram­
pant crime and epic corruption — 
beginning in his own administration 
— as both sapped public faith and 
crippled the young democracy. 
Millions were impoverished when 
wages and pensions went unpaid for 
months.
In the course of the Yeltsin era, per 
capita income fell by a staggering 7.5 
percent, and the nation’s population 
fell by more than 2 million. Vodka 
consumption soared.
Yeltsin was a master of Kremlin 
intrigues, firing the entire govern­
ment four times in 1998 and 1999. 
The economy sank into a deep recc*s- 
sion in summer 1998, but Yeltsin 
rarely commented on the troubk's 
and never offered a plan to combat 
them.
While he seemed to lurch from 
policy to policy, he seemed steadfast 
in his determination to hold onto 
power. He easily faced down an 
impeachment attempt by the 
Communist-dominated lower cham­
ber of parliament in May 1999.
In foreign affairs, he struggled to 
preserve a role for Russia, which for
centuries had defined itself as one of 
the great world powers.
But he also struggled to preserve a 
role for the former superpower to off­
set U.S. global clout, and in 1999, he 
sent Russian troops to Kosovo — 
ahead of NATO peacekeepers — to 
show that Moscow would not be 
elbowed out of European affairs.
He wrangled with the West over
AS.S(X;iA rtD  I’RKSS
NATO expansion and Russia’s 
close relations with Iran and Iraq. 
But as Russia’s political and eco­
nomic might withered, Yeltsin had 
little to offer other nations.
Yeltsin is survived by his wife, 
Naina, two daughters and several 
grandchildren.
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Adventures of a sligjit^ fìazzied music lover
F o lk -p o p  b a n d s  W h a leb o n es , Y A T C H  a n d  H o w l in ’ R a in  rock  F o lk  Yeah:t
\hings are inten­
tionally a bit out of 
order in this arti­
cle. Just a warning. I’m a 
wreck of fizzling nerve end­
ings. I haven’t changed 
clothes for the last three days.
I’m so out of it right now 
that feeling like a giant fun­
gus is OK.
My brain only encases 
random memories of the 
Folk Yeah! sprawling three- 
day music festival in Big Sur.
Poking at the neurons in 
my head lets loose a few 
sparks and scattered dying 
moments.
Friday night: 1 can’t 
remember who’s playing.
It’s either Whalebones or 
Howlin’ Rain. The result 
feels like a riotous return to 
Southern Rock. But I’m 
not watching the show. I’m 
watching a man who is at 
lea.st in his 60s and clad in a 
long-sleeve, collared shirt 
that is tucked into a pair of 
pants. He’s dancing mani- 
cally while everyone strolls 
around him to the bar. Two 
hours pass by.
Sunday morning: 1 catch 
YACTIT while he’s standing outside 
his hotel room. The night before, his 
live show erupted across the stage
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(y a c h t ’s) live show is a 
glorious mishmash o f  
excess, efeminate dancing 
and awkward collisions.
after he sprinted from a cab straight to 
the Fernwood stage. He only had 
two instruments; his laptop and his 
voice.
His live show is a glorious 
mishmash of excess, effemi­
nate dancing and awkward 
collisions. And whoever 
continues I^jing after 
y a c h t ’s set makes my 
whole night a mishmash of 
the same things. I buy a CD 
in his hotel room and it feels 
like a drug deal. Doors 
close. Money changes hands.
Saturday afternoon; The 
bands have three campsites 
that sit dangerously close to a 
Baptist church van. I’m 
standing outside of one of 
them with the members of 
Port O ’Brien.
We write the review of 
the show out loud and it 
got*s something like this: 
“Awash in a sea of too 
many drugs and too much 
booze. Port O ’Brien woe­
fully underperforms. Their 
stale songs have a rough 
time leaving a dent on the 
unimpressed crowds.’’ It’s 
not true though. It’s their 
best show I’ve seen. When 
they close with “1 Woke Up 
—I— Today,’’ there’s dancing and 
screaming and a deep lasting 
satisfaction.
Sunday afternoon: I run into April, 
who is married to Britt, who runs 
I can’t help but feel jeal­
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Lead singers Van Pierszalowski and Cambria Goodwin pause for a pho­
tograph in front of the Bucket o’ Blood Saloon in Cambria.
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Folk Yeah!
ous. The two are only a bit older 
than me and spend scattered week­
ends in Big Sur running concerts for 
a variety of folk performers. I want 
to stay on as a dishwasher.
Instead, I catch Citay, who unleash­
es its heavy orchestral psychedelia on 
the Earth Day gathering.
Random memories: Devendrá 
Banhart hanging outside of the lodge 
and then disappearing just as quickly. 
The man who sees me Sunday morn­
ing and says,“ That guy was really into 
YACHT’’ because of me staggering 
dance moves the night before. The
girl fixim The Finches hovering in 
space when she talks about Earth Day. 
The girl with a beautiful European 
accent who a.sks me if she can catch a 
ride up north. Myself doing lots of a 
capella covers of ’90s radio hits.
Taking band photos in a meadow 
for a band that doesn’t exist.
Show tip: Need a dose of folk 
music after hearing my hazy memo­
ries? We will be hosting Loch 
Lomond at the Steynberg Gallery on 
Saturday at 8 p.m. Iamb and Threes 
and Nines will also play. Tickets are 
$5.
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Famous children’s book author Beatrix Potter (Renée Zellweger) and confidant Millie Warne (Emily 
Watson) share a private moment during a scene of the indy biopic “Miss Potter,” now playing at The Palm.
The other Potter movie
Z ellw eg er  em bodies f a m e d  ‘P eter R a b b id  creator
Janelle Eastridge
MUSTANC; DAILY
“There’s something quite deli­
cious about first words. You never 
quite know where they’re 
going to take you ... and ___  
mine, they took me here, 
where 1 belong.’’ So 
begins, and ends, “Miss 
Potter,’’ the biographical 
movie chronicling the life 
of Beatrix Potter, the 
beloved English children’s 
author.
At the turn of the cen­
tury, Potter (played by 
Renée Zellweger) is 32, 
single and attempting to break into 
the (at first) unreceptive world of 
children’s publishing with her first 
book, “The Tale of Peter Rabbit.”
Though the editors at the 
Warner Bros.’ publishing house 
aren’t too thrilled with the prospect 
of signing Potter, they are impressed 
enough to at least give her a 
chance.
But there’s one caveat, albeit one 
unbeknownst to Potter: The two 
older Warner brothers, the two who 
are mainly in charge of the family- 
run business, will pass the project 
on to their baby brother Norman 
(played by Ewan McGregor), who 
has just joined the family business. 
The idea is that, if Norman screws 
up the project, it won’t matter since 
the “bunny book” is doomed to fail 
anyway, at least in their eyes.
But, as anyone who has ever read 
the tales of Peter Rabbit, Jemima 
Puddle-Duck, Benjamin Bunny or 
any of her other beloved “friends” 
knows, that path was not m Potter’s 
future.
The storyline itself focuses on 
Potter’s struggles to break into the 
business (and to break the various 
social norms), her impending rise as 
a children’s author and illustrator, 
and her eventual decision to move 
from London to the Lake District
and assume a less-demanding is worth telling — especially that of 
lifestyle. this imaginative storyteller herself.
All of this is interwoven with What makes the movie interest- 
poignant childhood flashbacks that ing is its delicate mixture of fantasy 
show a very curious and very tal- and harsh reality and its fantastic
characters that come to 
life On the page. The 
movie also does a great 
job of telling Potter’s 
own struggles against 
societal norms, which 
dictate that she must 
marry and leave her 
imagination behind, and 
live within the strict con­
fines of a conventional 
Victorian, pseudo-aristo­
cratic family. But she is a 
who is quite capable of 
holding her own — another reason 
why we like her so much.
“Miss Potter” isn’t an amazingly
Like her much-loved children s 
stories, “Miss Potter” proves that 
every tale is worth telling —  
especially that o f  this imaginative 
storyteller herself.
ented young Potter. From these woman 
scenes, viewers can only assume 
that the real Potter had both an 
uncanny knack for capturing nature 
in all its beauty and a special talent deep or thought-provoking movie, 
for creatively relaying stories, and But it is charming. Anyone who has
that the movie itself is not make- 
believe.
The beauty of this movie comes 
not in its plot, but in its characters 
and tale of this favorite author. Like 
her much-loved children’s stories, 
“Miss Potter” proves that every tale
ever enjoyed one (or all) of her 
books as child must see where 
Potter’s “quite delicious” life will 
take her.
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Hip-Hop generation, 
Dr. King unite today
Brian McMullen
MUSTANG DAILY
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After being forced to cancel his 
first scheduled appearance at Cal 
Poly due to a foggy 
runway, hip-hop
expert Bakari
Kitwana will be giv­
ing his lecture, titled 
“The King Legacy 
and the Hip-Hop 
G e n e r a t i o n , ” 
tonight.
Kitwana is a for­
mer executive editor 
for The Source, co­
founder of the first ever National 
Hip-Hop Political Convention, 
and author of “The Hip-Hop 
Generation: Young Blacks and the 
Crisis in African American 
Culture,” which has been adopted 
as a textbook on over 100 college 
campuses m the United States. He 
is a hip-hop political activist who 
gives about 50 lectures a year and 
works closely with hip-hop artists 
such as Chuck D, The Roots, and 
the first hip-hop Dj, DJ Kool Here.
His lecture Tuesday night will 
focus on “the emergence of hip- 
hop as it grows out of the civil 
rights movement,” Kitwana said. 
“What it is that we are able to 
reproduce of the civil rights move­
ment in hip-hop.”
Brenton Smith, a civil engineer­
ing junior and student assistant for 
the Multicultural Center, original-
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ly planned the event for Black 
History Month.
“It’s a topic that people don’t 
usually think of,” Smith said. “1 
want people to see a different side 
of hip-hop that MTV and 
BET don’t show you.”
Kitwana said that he will 
lecture on the history behind 
hip-hop culture to show the 
root of the issues he will dis­
cuss, and will primarily lecture 
on the United States.
When asked whether or not 
his lecture would be tailored 
to better suit Cal Foly’s diver­
sity issue, Kitwana said, “defi­
nitely.”
“My focus on hip-hop is raising 
the question: How do we create a 
cross-racial political movement?” 
Kitwana said, adding that his book 
“Why White Kids Love Hip-Hop: 
Wankstas, Wiggers, Wannabes and 
the New Reality of Race 
Relations in America” explores the 
same question.
Recent news events such as the 
Don Imus firing will also be dis­
cussed. Kitwana was asked to talk 
to Fox News about the relationship 
between hip-hop lyrics and the 
Don Imus firing, but said he 
regrettably couldn’t make it 
because he had a lecture scheduled 
at the same time.
Kitwana will lecture tonight at 6 
p.m. in the Christopher Cohand 
Performing Arts Center, room 128.
973EFbochiiiBivtl. 
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Killer Hair
at a price you 
can afford
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Miss Potter 99
^  s don’t  bother.
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» rent It
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1261 Laurel Lane
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
Fresh Bread is the Key to Life
Melissa Montecuoilo
CAMPUS DINING STAFF WRITER
City Deli has recently 
added a new station to their 
sandwich making process, 
City Subs. *City Deli is always 
so busy. The lines are usually 
two, three, four people deep,” 
said Mary Jarvis, lead cashier 
at Th e  Avenue. Alleviating 
congestion was a primary 
reason for adding a new sub 
station to T h e  A venue.
City Subs differs from 
City Deli In many ways. One 
of the most apparent reasons 
is the new bread. City Sub's 
bread is baked fresh every 
day at Farb’s Bakery in San 
Luis Obispo. City Subs also 
offers customers a variety of 
bread sizes including: 4”, 8”, 
or 12”.
At City Subs you don't 
have to fill out a slip for your 
order like at City Deli. “It allows 
the customer to personally 
interact with their sandwich 
m aker,” said Jason Luke, 
a s s i s t a n t  s u p e r v i s o r .  
Customers now can choose to 
fill out a slip and shop while 
they wait or go up to a counter 
and order. “You have more 
o p t i o n s , ” s a i d  L u k e  
emphasizing the main idea 
behind many of the Avenue’s 
new changes.
In addition to the 
varying portion sizes and types 
of breads City Subs also offers 
two condiments that City Deli 
does not; oil and vinegar.
Previously, a large 
refrigerator filled witti pre-made
sandwiches and salads 
occupied the space of City 
Subs. During Spring Break, 
the  C a m p u s  D i n i n g  
Maintenance staff built the 
new counter for City subs 
as well as installed the soup 
and salad bar.
The pre-made items 
can still be found in the 
refrigerator cases between 
H a r m o n y  Sna cks  and 
Sweet Persuasions frozen 
yogurt. Now custom ers 
have more options when 
they want fresh food.
oaid advertisement
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The Grad gets ‘Grounded’
Reggae/Rastafari band plays to SLO crowd
Brian McMullen
MUM ANI. DAllY
l\“ace, love, togetherness and mari­
juana smoke were all in the air last 
week when Bay Area reggae band 
(iroundition took the stage at The 
Graduate.
The band, which has toured the 
world playing to large crowds, such as 
the crmvd of 4.S,(KK) they played for in 
Morocco, moved a packed floor to 
bounce, sway, ciince, or at least nod as 
they dropped their blend of reggae, 
dub and jazz.
Arriving an hour late and not saying 
a woal to the crowd, the band t(x)k the 
stige and began playing. Two minutes 
later, when they had finished jamming, 
lead singer and guitar player Harrison 
Stafford addressed the crowd in his 
half-Scottish-half-Jamaican-sounding 
accent, “This is Cimundation if you 
don’t know, let’s have a nice evening.”
And with that, the band played two 
flawless sets totaling two and a half 
hours and shifting between uptempo, 
bouncy re^ae and downtempo dub 
that would often erupt into a chorus 
with horns blaring, back-up singers
wailing, and Suftbrd singing pretests 
and appeals.
The band’s solos, where their jazz 
influences bleed through their reggae 
and dub beats, were on point. One 
song in particular had a swing to it like 
a jazz song, upbeat guitar licks like a 
reggae song, and a keyboard solo like a 
1 )oors song.
Trombone player Kelsey Howarti 
and trumpet player David C'hachere 
were solid as they traded off solos, 
sometimes in call and answer form, and 
keyboardist Marcus Urani was unstop­
pable playing a stacked pair of key­
boards.
Stafford’s singing walked the line of 
monotony at some points, but his 
charisma could not be denied.
During a breakdown he said, 
“There is a heaven upon Earth, 1 have 
been there in the music.”
Greundation’s set didn’t seem to lull 
until right before the climax. Before it, 
every new song had another tight, 
often walking bassline that grotwed so 
well with the drums that standing still 
was impossible.
The climax of the set came as 
Stafford appealed. “Marcus Garvey,
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Vegas is calling!
Now is your chance to get real world experience, have fun 
and FLY FREE to VEGAS. Ailegiant Air is seeking California 
Polytechnic State University students to become Ailegiant Air 
College Marketing Representatives for the Fall 2007 semester.
Duties include:
Developing promotions
p  Coordinating events on and off campus \I 
• Spokesperson for Ailegiant Air on your campus 
Marketing Ailegiant Air to students on campus
To nK«ve an appkation and more information coma« Aliegiam Air Public Reiation$ at (0rpc0mmKialie9iantair.comPlease coma« Ailegiant Air by May 31,2007 for the Fall 2007 position.
great African leader. Marcus, Marcus, 
we need you Marcus!” Stafford then 
explained,“Marcus Garvey is not only 
importint for the black person, but the 
white person too because we believe 
in equality and freedom for all peo­
ple.”
The last song was slow moving and 
catchy. It ended with the words, 
“People, if 1 had just one more day, I’d 
live my life right I would,’’ and Stafford 
addressed the crowd; “You are not 
alone you who want love and togeth­
erness; you are not alone,” to which an 
audience member responded, “Spread 
the love!”
The band left the stage to enor­
mous applause. While waiting for an 
encore, Stafford said,“I love the crowd. 
I love the people. We do our music for 
the people.”
After a couple minutes of continu­
ous audience cheering, the band 
rocked an encore that was horn-laden, 
bass-heavy and bright. Those who 
stayed for it were treated to a less 
crowded dance floor on which they 
spread their arms and kicked their feet 
moving to the kst song of the night.
It was apparent on that night why 
Groundation has been successfully 
touring the wcyrld without a video on 
MTV. Their rej^^ae, dub and jazz style 
blends perfectly and never feels redun­
dant, and their peace-loving mt“ssage 
could never offend.
Check out what’s going on in SLO County 
th is week. W hether it’s art, film, m usic, theater 
or culture, POLYBILL posts the latest events.
The Cal Poly Art and Design 
Department’s annual student show 
‘A1 Dente,* featuring students’ work in 
two-and-three dimensional art, graphic 
design and photography, runs until May 5 
in the University Art Gallery on campus.
Cal Poly Arts presents “Ballet 
Hispánico” Wednesday, April 25, at 8 
p.m. in the Spanos Theatre. The troupe 
combines ballet, modern and jazz to 
create a distinctive dancing flavor.
WWW.MUSTANODAlLY.NET
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SLO SELF STORAGE
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San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 
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(U-Haul Only)
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write a letter
Mustang Daily reserves the right to  
edit letters fo r grammar, profanities and 
length. Letters, commentanes and car­
toons do not represent the views o f the 
Mustang Daily. Please lim it length to  250 
words. Letters should include the w rite r’s 
full name, phone number, major and class 
standing. Letters must come from  a Cal 
Poly e-mail account. Do not send letters 
as an attachment. Please send the tex t in 
the body o f the e-mail.
By e-mail:
mustangdailyopinions@gmail.com 
By mail;
Letters to  the Editor 
Building 26. Room 226 
Cal Poly, SLO, CA 93407
corrections
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HUMOR COLUMN
How to not be a jackass with inends
R andy Newman once sang the lyrics,”You’ve got a friend in me. 
When the road looks rough ahead 
and you’re miles and miles from 
your nice warm bed, just remem­
ber what your old pal said — boy 
you’ve got a friend in me.”
Ah, what nice lyrics from such a 
nice song on the subject of the 
ever-so-important friendships that 
we all have in life. In another 
example, I’m sure that Paris Hilton 
many times has said, “I love my 
girlfriends” as she takes breaks 
between her snorts of blow in the 
bathroom stall of whatever night 
club she normally frequents'.
While the line said by Newman 
might be more poetic than the line 
Hilton normally likely says 
between her white lines, both have 
an underlying theme still of friend­
ship. This brings me to this week’s 
“Guide to Life,” as you probably 
know that even the closest of 
friends can get on each other’s 
nerves. But with this column. I’ll 
break down some of the things that 
you might currently be doing that 
certainly should stop.
The first is to not be the 
Constantly Using Stupid 
Movie and TV Show Catch 
Phrases Jackass. This Jackass 
actually originated way back in the 
17(K)s2 when Paul Revere yelled, 
“The British are coming!” People 
everywhere in their best Revere 
impersonation yelled that to each 
other, annoying the shit out of 
pretty much everyone around.
Today, this still holds true as one of 
the most annoying things you can 
do is yell anything you see on TV 
ranging from Dave Chappelle’s 
“I’m Rick James, Bitch” to a 
Borat-accented “Nice” to Carlos 
Mencia’s “Der Der Der.”
While it might be funny to the 
person saying these things, in reali­
ty, it is one of the cheapest forms of 
cohiedy you can find by using the 
jokes from TV in your own horri­
ble attempts at these imperson­
ations. This is not to mention that 
using anything by Mencia won’t 
work because it wasn’t ever funny 
in the first place, so trying to quote 
Mencia as a good comedian is like 
trying to quote abortion as a good 
comedian^.
The next thing to make all your 
friendships better is to not be the 
Horrible Cell Phone Using 
Jackass. This might be one of the 
worst ones there is. Scenario: 
You’re taking an after class nap, 
when all of a sudden your cell 
phone rings'* promptly waking you 
up. Instead of answering, you 
decide to dismiss the call, and let it 
go to voice mail. Just as you get all 
comfortable back in bed and just 
about to fall back asleep, your voice 
mail rings then keeps you up.
So, you listen to the voice mail 
and it is your friend saying some­
thing like, “OH MY GOD DUDE 
CALL ME BACK JUST CALL 
ME BACK RIGHT NOW THIS 
IS SOME SERIOUS SHIT.” O f 
course, you then have to call back, 
pretty much immediately, but what
happens? Yep, Mr.
Important caller 
with such important 
news then doesn’t 
answer his phone.
As you try to go 
back to sleep, you 
then get interrupted 
the third time as he 
then calls back with 
the ever so impor­
tant news being 
something like, “Hey 
so I thought that the 
girl 1 liked was mad 
at me because she 
didn’t respond to my 
MySpace comment, 
but then she did, so 
nevermind.” Moral 
of the story: Don’t 
demand someone to 
call you back unless it is important. 
Oh, and answer your damn phone 
when that person calls back^.
The third way to avoid being a 
Jackass to your friends is to not be 
the Money Mooching Jackass. 
This one might be more apparent 
to me than anyone else because 
many of my friends are fellow Jews, 
but hang with me for this one 
either way.
So, you decide to go out to eat 
with your friends, you get out of 
the car at whatever restaurant 
you’re at, and then the bomb 
explodes right in your face^, “Oh 
shit, dude, I forgot my wallet. Can 
you spot me?” Now, this wouldn’t 
be a problem if it just happened a 
few times, but after this continues
Guide
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to happen you start realizing that if 
you took all the money that your 
friend owed you and instead put it 
towards, say science, you’d probably 
single-handedly be able to fund the 
money needed to find a cure for 
AIDS. Or save Darfur or some­
thing. Hey, you get the picture.
So, that brings me to the end of 
another “Guide to Life.” Like 
always, I hope you learned some­
thing and will continue to foster 
great friendships with the help of 
this column. Love and peace and 
I’ll see you all next week.
Mike Heimowiu is a jourttalism 
senior and Mustanj^ Daily humor 
columnist. See how he masters spell 
check at mikeheimountz.com.
' But wasn’t her acting good in “House ofWax”?
2 Thank you Wikipedia for making me look knowledgeable.
 ^Or Napoleon Dynamite as being a good comedy. It,was OK, but not GOOD. Yes, I said it.
■* Seriously change your ringtone though. That song is lame. Yes, you.
 ^Also, the moral is to not call me between the times of 2 p.m. to 6 p.m., because likely I am sleeping during that time. 
** No, that wasn’t another Pans Hilton reference. (Jet your mind out of the gutter.
LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR
Mustang Daily attacks El Corral again
Well once again the Mustang Daily puts down 
their campus bookstore but this time they take 
down fellow students — volunteer Poly Reps 
(“What Poly Reps won’t tell you,” April 20). I 
don’t know why I should think that reporters 
fixmi a student newspaper would actually research 
facts before giving their opinions. Poly Reps 
almost always mention options to the bookstore 
including Aidas and online companies.
Here are some more facts that you overlooked.
By reserving their textbooks, students save 10 
percent on books and get first chance at used 
books saving them money. They are eligible for 
VIP buyback,which saves a space for their book.
giving them the highest price.
Students also get a coupon good for 10 to 20 
percent off student supplies.
Where does the money go that we do make? 
How about supporting Mustang Daily. We are 
your largest advertiser. And don’t forget the half 
million dollars we pour back into athletics, stu­
dent clubs, major campus events like WC’)W and 
Open House. What about staff time? El Corral 
employees not only do their jobs but also sit on 
campus committees. We employ over 1(K) C’al 
Poly students. Does Aidas or 
screwthebookstt.re.com give back to the universi­
ty or does the money go directly into someone’s 
pocket off campus?
I talked to many alumni this past Open House 
weekend and they tell us how much they love 
Cal Poly’s bookstore and how well it compares to 
other university bookstores. I guess you have to 
graduate and go out into the real world before 
you can appmeiate El C?orral.
Theresa Kaiser
.Marketing Manaj^er, 1:1 Corral Ihokstore
Think you can 
do better than
TH E S E  GUYS?
accepting,applications for
cditoriinTchicf and]mmm anaginggditoi^
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S rn d  y o u r op iM ions, rant.s and  
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Billups scores 21, points 
Pistons to 2-0 lead over Magic
D etro it is two w ins away 
from  reach ing  the  E astern 
C onference sem ifinals for the 
six th  s tra ig h t season.
Larry Lage
ASSO( lA IF I) I'RESS
AUliURN HILLS,Mich.— Rasliml 
Wallace usually needs to get mad at 
an official or face a late-game situa­
tion to get motivated.
The opening tip was enough for 
him Monday night.
Wallace blocked a shot and made 
a 3-pointer on the opening posses­
sions and finished with 17 points, 11 
rebounds and three blocks to help 
the Detroit Pistons beat the 
Orlando Magic 9S-90 and take a 2- 
0 lead in the first-round series.
“Sheed has been very focused 
ever since we started practicing for 
the playoffis,” Pistons point guard 
Chauncey Billups said. “You can see 
the difference in him. When he’s 
like that, we’re a difficult team to 
play.”
Former teammate Carlos Arroyo 
agreed.
“ It’s so tough to defend them 
when he’s stretching the defense 
shooting from the outside like a 
guard,” Arroyo said. “He can also 
score inside and defend, so he really 
creates problems all over the place.”
Wallace insisted the Pistons will 
not lack incentive in Game 3 on
's*««
2«
DUANE BURLESON ass( x :ia t e d  press
Detroit Pistons guard Chauncey Billups directs a play during the second 
half of the Pistons’ 98-90 win over the Orlando Magic in Game 2 of the 
two teams’ Eastern Conference first-round NBA playoff series at the 
Palace of Auburn Hills in Auburn Hills, Mich., Monday night.
Thursday night in Orlando even 
though the Magic need to win four 
of five to eliminate the Eastern 
Conference’s top seed.
“We can’t let them get back into
A ttention Cal Poly Clubs:
• 1 S 8
the series,”Wallace said.“We have to 
get that third win.”
In Game 2, Detroit’s balance was 
too much for Orlando’s two-player 
attack.
Detroit’s starters each scored at 
least 10 points and top reserve 
Antonio McDyess added nine 
points and 11 rebounds.
Richard Hamilton, scored 22 
points, and Billups had 21 points, 
eight assists and only one turnover.
Volleyball
continued from page 12 
know you’re going to set it. 1 would 
just say the different conditions.You 
have the sun and wind factors in 
there as well.”
Atherstone, who led the Big’Jtest 
in kills (505) and was third in aces 
per game (0.35), parlayed her break­
out season into a selection to the 
U.S. Women’s National A2 Team, 
which is the squad just underneath 
the women’s national team. She was 
one of only 20 collegiate players 
nationwide to make the A2 squad 
and practice at the Olympic 
Training Center in Ckilorado 
Springs, Colo., in March.
O f Atherstone, Hayes said:
“Kylie’s an amazing player. She 
showed a lot of skill this weekend. I 
think we had the most heart of all 
the teams there. It was fun to com­
pete and show how much we want­
ed to win.”
The scary part?
Atherstone and Hayes are only 
two of six returning starters for the 
Mustangs in 2007.
Having nearly completed its 
spring schedule. Cal Poly is already 
eyeing next season, in which the 
program feels earning the school’s 
first national title in a team sport 
since moving to the Division I level 
in 1994 is a possibility.
“It’s fun to see everyone improv­
ing from last season,” Hayes said of 
the spring season. “We still have a 
long way to go.”
G olf
continued from page 12
12th place with rounds of 78 and 76
for a lO-over-par 154 total.
Other Cal Poly scores include an 
83-82— 165 by Stephanie Yocum, 
tied for 23rd place; 81-85— 166 by 
Elsie Walker for a 26th-place tie; and 
87-88— 175 for 29th place by 
Jessica Huss for 29th place.
Individual leader for the women 
is Patty Chawalitmetha of UC 
Irvine with a five-under-par 139 
total.
The final round tees off at 7:30
а. m. today.
The course for men measures
б, 918 yards and for women 6,059 
yards. The par is 72. The Tijeras 
Creek course is being used for the 
Big West finals for the fourth 
straight year.
Wild Pitch
continued from page 12 
record crowd at Baggett Stadium 
when he pitched against Cal Poly in 
2(K)4, his final season at Long Beach 
State in which he went 15-1 with a 
filthy 1.63 ERA.
The 6-foot-7 Weaver went 11 -2 as 
a Los Angeles Angels rookie in 2(M)6 
and appears on his way to stardom, if 
he wasn’t already. But there he was, 
on the cover of a hugely popular 
video game, representing a Big West 
Ca>nference school.
Check out
or caM S41 5111 for dctaih artd information 
located on Capitolio In SIO Map online.
Come Celebrate
SPRING
On Our Beautiful Patio
GROCERY
O p en
7 DAYS A WEEK
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G R A D U A T IO N  P A R T Y  P L A N S ?
We can rent out G u s’s  Patio Saturday ^
night, June 16th. Includes BBQ ntenu. B B Q , M E N U !
C all for details... rOR ORADUATION O N LY
phone: 543-8684 1638 O sos Street San Luis O bispo
• Speaking of the Big West, how 
good is the baseball version?
Pretty good.
So good that it was ranked 
Monday the sixth-best among 31 
Division 1 conferences, according to 
BoydsWorld.com, which uses a 
widely acknowledged simulation of 
the NCAA’s secret Ratings 
Percentage Index formula to predict 
what teams will reach the postseason.
The reason?
The eight Big West teams have 
combined for a winning overall 
record (161-152) despite playing 
what the Web site calls the toughest 
collection of schedules in the coun­
try. All eight teams possess one of the 
12 toughest schedulers. Cal Poly — 
ranked 86th among 293 1 )ivision I 
teams in the Web site’s RPI — is No. 
5 in terms of strength of schedule.
• So Greg Oden and Kevin 1 )urant 
have decided to go pro.
No surprise.
Without getting into the lose-lose 
situation of debating age limits in the 
NBA and whether players should 
come out at a certain time, hea* is 
one thought — can anyone argue 
this will be the best NBA Draft class 
since 2003?
That’s when LeBron James, 
Dwyane Wade, Carmelo Anthony, 
effiris Bosh, Kirk Hinrich. Mickael 
Pietrus,T.J. Ford and Cffiris Kaman all 
went in the lottery. Later picks 
included Josh Howard, Leandro 
Barbosa, Boris Diaw, James Jones, 
Luke Walton, Steve Blake, Maurice 
Williams and Kyle Korver.
This summer’s list of draft entrants 
reads more like a cast list to a summer 
blockbuster.
Aside fmm Oden and Durant — 
who would both be No. I overall 
picks in most drafts — look at some 
of the others. Joakim Noah, A1 
I lortord, Corey Brewer and Laurean 
(îreen represent Florida. Jetf Círeen, 
Roy Ilibbert, Julian Wright, Arron 
Artialo, Acie Law IV, Josh 
McRoberts, Alando Tucker and 
Aaron Gray are widely projected as 
first-rounders.
Like that 2(K)3 draft, it could push 
potential future starters into the sec­
ond round, such as Aamn Bmoks, 
Reyshawn Terrs', Nick Fazekas, Jared 
Dudley, D.J. Strawberry, Cílen Davis 
and Ivan Radenovic.
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‘IVe got to shoot through 3 guys/ firustrated Bryant says
The Lakers and Suns tip ofT 
Game 2 at 7:30 tonight on TNT.
A S S O riA TH l) I'RFSS
PHOENIX — The Phoenix Suns
know they shouldn’t be too comfort- here before.
able going into Tuesday night’s Cíame A year ago, Phoenix won Cíame 1 
2 ot their first-round playoff series against the Lakers, then lost the next 
against the Los Angeles Lakers. three and needed seven games to put
The Suns won the opener of the away Kobe & Co. 
best-ot-seven series, but they’ve been “It’s a huge lesson,’’ said forward
Sl^e j$iettr jjork 8hne0
Crossword Edited by Will Shortz No. 0313
Across
1 Poodle sounds
5 Aspirin target
9 Hymn 
accompanier
14 ‘ Angler's float
15 Terrifying dino
16 ‘Bush’s 2004 
foe
17 Jazz singer 
Anita
18 Café a u ___
1»  Assists, three- 
pointers, 
turnovers, etc
20 N F.L Hall-of- 
Famer Ford
21 Not systematic
23 _______ dixit
24 * 1960 s Richard 
Chamberlain 
TV  role
27 Tease, with 
on
28 Nap under a 
sombrero
31 *Ava Gardner's 
co-star in “The 
Sun Also 
Rises*
37 Resistance unit
38 Wished 
otherwise
3» Will Smith 
biopic, 2001
40 Fateful March 
day
41 Little devil
42 ‘Deli request
46 Nursery rhyme
opening
48 Miner’s find
40 What the 
answers to the 
seven starred 
dues all are or 
contain
56 Persian sprite
58 Harangue
59 590, to Caesar
60 Partner of 
dangerous
62 Comic actor 
Jacques
63 Cry of fright
64
ANSWER TO  PREVIOUS PUZZLE
□ □ □ □  □ □ □ □  □ □ □ □  
□ □ □ □ □  □ □ □ □  □ □ □ □  
□ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □ a  □□□ aoaa □□□□□ □□□□□□□ □□□□
□ □ □  □ □ □ □  □ □ □ □  
□ □ □ □ □  □ □ □ □  
a n  □ □ □ □ □ □ □  D  
□ □ □ □ □ □  □ □ □ □ □ □ □ □  □□□□ □□□□ □□□ □□no □□□□□□□ □□ana □□□□ Dna □□□□□□□□□□nnnoD □ □□□□ □□□ □□□□ □□□□ □□□
69
‘Writer___
Boothe Luce
65 Tucson-to-New 
Orleans route
66 ‘CXiilt filling
67 It may be 
perfect
66 Actress Garr of 
“Mr Mom*
Eye sore
Down
“It'll b e ___ day
in hell
Bull-riding
event
Pre-euro
money
Shade of blue 
Not in custody 
Model T  feature 
Storied Swiss 
miss
Praise highly 
Approves 
Quit for good, 
jobwise 
Welch’s 
product 
Kennedy 
Center focus, 
with “the"
Wall Street 
inits
Equine color 
Store stock 
Abbr 
Trampled 
Publicize
___ Might Be
Giants (rock 
group) 
Schoolyard 
retort
“Lou Grant“ 
newspaper, 
with “the"
11
12
13
1 s ' 9 4 '
14
17
t o
24 r
h*
91 9S 99
M
41
44
<0
\X9
67
w
as
n la ta
|67
67
Puxzl* by Hoidan Bakar
32 Arizona city
33 Tool kit carrier
34 Buddy
35 Bygone
36 Puns and such
40 “___ a traveler
N ,
“Ozymandias’
42 “Ball___ “
43 Malt-drying kiln
61 61
as ao
44 Erich Weiss, on 54 Multilane rte
stage 55 Noisy public
45 Fish-eating fight
eagle 56 Treaty
47 Prickly plants 57 Author___
50 Cry to the band Stanley
51 Fruit-packing Gardner
unit 61 Actress Ruby
52 Western flick 63 Football gains
53 Birdbrain or losses. Abbr
For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute; or. with a 
credit card, 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscnptions are available for the best of Sunday 
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS 
Online subscnptions Today's puzzle and more than 2,000 
past puzzles, nytimes com/aosswords ($34.95 a year)
Share tips nytimes com/puzzleforum Crosswords for young 
solvers nytimes com/learning/xwords
Amarc Stoudcmire, who watched that 
series in street clothes.“Last season the 
Lakers came back and played well and 
pushed it to a (iame 7. We can’t allow 
that this year. We’ve got to go ahead 
and take care of business so we can 
rest for the second round.’’
Kobe liryant, however, noted that 
this Phoenix team has one muscular, 
6-foot-10 difference from last season.
“You’ve got that gorilla in the mid­
dle,’’ Bryant said. “Stoudemire, he 
makes it tough on our guys down 
there because he’s a great shot block­
er. You’ve got to pound the ball inside 
but it’s not as easy to do it this year as 
it was last year.’’
Stoudemire, out all but three games 
of the 2005-06 season, watched last 
year’s playoffs while recovering fk)m 
two knee surgeries. Now that he’s 
back in the middle, the Suns have an 
inside presence that was sorely lacking 
a year ago.
He had 23 points and 12 rebounds 
in Sumlay’s victory but said he and his 
teammates could have done better.
“1 missed a couple of easy jumpers 
I normally make,” Stoudemire said.“A 
lot of guys missed some jumpers they 
normally make. There were a few easy 
baskets we might have missed in the 
first half. But the thing about it is we
3 8 7 
6 ^ 1  9 
2 5 4
2 9 6
3 4 5
1 5 4 
8 2 ^ 7  
6 i 3 ^ 9
5 4 2 
9 3 8 
7 6  1
6 3 j 8  
4 l  '^7 
9 5 2
9 7 1
2 6  5
3 4 8
8 9 6 
1 7 3 
4 2 5
5 7 3 
8 2 4  
1 6~ 9
4 1 2
5 9 6 
7 8 3
stayed aggressive, we didn’t get down. 
We stayed focused and got a win.”
The teams drew far different con­
clusions from Sunday’s game.
The Suns felt good about winning 
despite a sub-par pertbrmance, the 
Lakers felt they showed they can stay 
with Phoenix.
“In many ways, we realize we were 
lucky to win,” Suns guard Steve Nash 
said. “We didn’t play well at all offen­
sively. We didn’t make shots. We didn’t 
come out with a lot of energy, but we 
were mentally stmng and defensively 
gave ourselves a chance to win.”
The Suns shot 43 percent Sunday 
but were 6 of 23 on 3-pointers. Kaja 
Bell, James Jones and Boris Diaw were 
a combined 4 for 16 from the field.
“1 didn’t think we played our ‘A’ 
game, and against these guys you need 
to,” Phoenix coach Mike D’Antoni 
said.“! was really happy with the way 
we fought, the way we defended. You 
just don’t want to give Kobe a chance 
going down the stretch that he can 
win a game by himself.”
For'two quarters Sunday, Bryant 
looked as if he would do just that.
He scored 28 points in the first 
half, capped by a series of spectacular 
shots to give Los Angeles a 48-39 
halftime lead. Harassed by Bell and a 
host of helpers, Bryant was just 4 for 
16 in the second half, 1 for 10 in the 
fourth quarter, when the Suns — led 
by Leandro Barbosa — pulled away.
It’s a familiar situation for Bryant, 
who has long contended that he 
needs more help from his teammates 
when the defenses clamp down on 
him.
“Yeah, it makes it frustrating,” he 
said before Monday’s practice.“It’s not 
only that when I miss we struggle, it’s 
just that I’ve got to shoot through 
three guys. If everybtxly else is not 
hitting shots, it’s going to be a very, 
very tough night.”
CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED HELP WANTED
AAI - Santa Barbara County 
ACCOUNTANT-AUDITOR I 
($49,504 - $59,191) The Santa 
Barbara County Auditor-Controller's 
office is looking for full-time 
entry-level accountants. Bring your 
resume and any questions to our 
on campus “meet and greet" 
session April 23 (sign-up 
through Mustang Jobs or email 
Heather Harkless at 
hharkless@co.santabarbara.ca.us) 
or submit an application between 
April 23 and April 30 at 
www.sbcountyjobs.com.
SWIM INSTRUCTOR 
Must be great with children, fun 
and committed to teach at the 
5 Cities Swim Club Arroyo Grande 
(805) 481-6399
International Paper,
a Fortune 100 Company, is 
recruiting a Quality Assurance 
Supervisor for its Foodservice 
Business Division in Visalia, CA. 
The plant manufactures paper 
cups & plastic lids for fast food, 
coffee, vending, & entertainment 
industries. BS in Engr, ME 
preferred. Starting sal 
$48,000-$58,000. Apply: 
www.internationalpaper.com. 
EOE (559) 651-3535______
L.A. Area Summer Camps 
www.daycampjobs.com/slo
Call for ArtI
Seeking artwork for “Faces of 
Truth" art gallery highlighting 
current issues facing Africa. 
Contact (408) 821-6253
Kid’s Camp Counselors
The City of Morro Bay is hiring 
Counselors for their Summer 
Kid’s Camp program. This is a 
part-time position, 20-40/wk., 
beginning June 18th and running 
thru August 17th. $8.21-8.53/hr.
Staff is responsible for child 
supervision as well as preparation 
and providing age appropriate 
activities and excursions. To apply, 
contact the City of Morro Bay 
at 772-6207 or visit our website: 
www.morro-bay.ca.us. 
Deadline to apply: 5/18/07.
Entrepreneurs Wanted! 
Looking to get into the best in 
home-based business? We’re 
seeking hard-working business 
minded students. No exp. 
necessary. Training provided. 
Pay from a $100 to $1,000-1- a 
week depending on qualifications. 
Contact: (805) 787-0567
HELP WANTED
Bartender Trainees Needed
Earn $10a$200/shift. 
International Bartender School will 
be back in SLO one week only. 
Day/Eve. classes. Job placement. 
1-800-859<4109 
www.bartendusa.la
FUN —  SUMMER CAMP JOBS 
www.daycampjobs.com/slo
Want to place a classified ad? 
Call Jackie at 756-1143 or submit 
your ad on our Web site!
FOR SALE
Parabody Hip Sled/Leg Press 
Solid construction for exceptional 
stability. In great condition. Builds 
strong legs. Call 546-9017. 
Only $200
ANNOUNCEMENTS
SKYDIVE T A R
100% ADRENALINE RUSH Tandem 
& AFF Excellent Safety Record 
Student Discount 
www.skydlvetaft.com
(661) 765-5867
Invisible Children Film screenings 
and “Displace Me" to L.A.
Find out more at UU 217 or e-mail 
RaisetheRespect@gmail.com
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Raise the Respect Meeting
Educating student about current 
injustices and taking action! 
Wednesday, April 25 at 6 p.m.
in Bldg 14 Rm 249! 
RaisetheRespect@gmail.com
SHOUT OUTS! FREE EVERY THURS 
Submit yours by Tuesday
RENTAL HOUSING
College Garden Apts.
Now renting for 2007-2008 
Walk (min) to Cal Poly 
Nice, Clean, Well Maint.
Lrg 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts. 
Includes: Cable & Internet 
Ldry Fac, Garages Avail., 
slorentals.com or 544-3952
Summer Sublease $680 OBO 
1 bdrm/lbath apartment, balcony,
parking, no pets, 10 min walk to 
Cal Poly. Enough room for two. 
Call Jackie (408) 821-6253
1 bdrm AVAILABLE NOW 
30 ft. from campus on Grand Ave. 
Call Jared (805) 218-1723
- HOMES FOR SALE
5 Bdrm house for sale -t- 2.5 
acres... includes BARN & Corral & 
Mini-Vineyard. Close to Cal Poly. 
$675,000 (805) 441-6908
HOMES FOR SALE
Renovated 3 bath/2 bath Home
1 mile from Cal Poly. Blooming 
landscape with paver driveway and 
patio. New underground 
utilities (water/gas/sewer). 
New exterior and interior paint 
with American clay plaster. New 
carpet and tile throughout. 
Travertine counters and slate 
bathrooms. Asking 596K 
Contact Levi (706) 402-0555 
or levi3344@hotmail.com
Free List of all Houses and 
Condos for sale in SLO.
Nelson Real Estate 
(805) 546-1990 or email 
steve@slohomes.com
Downtown SLO Condo 
Just Listed on 4/12. Two 
Bedroom. One Bath Condo. 
$349,900. Photos and info at 
680Chorro.com.
Keith Byrd, Century 21. 459-4723
LOST AND FOUND
LOST CAT Siamese Male Kitten 
5 months old “Ace" Last seen 
on Fredericks St If found call 
(559) 3586238
Not listed? Check Lost and Found 
at Bldg. 70 or Call 756-7469
Lost and Found ads are FREE
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Poly mens 
golf 3rd, 
women last in 
BW C finals
T he five Big W est Conference 
schools resum e action today 
at T ijeras Creek G o lf C lub.
SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT
MISSION VIEJO — Defending 
big West C'onference mens golf 
champion Cal Poly is in third place 
after 36 holes of play in the 2007 
Big West Conference
Championships on Monday at the 
Tijeras Oeek Golf Club.
The Mustang women’s team is 
last among five teams competing 
for the Big West title.
C'oach Scott Cartwright’s men’s 
team is 24 strokes behind team 
leader UC Irvine with 18 holes 
remaining to be played this morn­
ing. The Anteaters have a 14- 
under-par 562 total after 36 holes, 
followed by Pacific at 584 and ("al 
Poly at 586.
Colin Peck is C'al Poly’s leader 
heading into the final round, card­
ing rounds of 70 and 69 for a five- 
under-par 139 total and third place. 
UC Irvine’s John C'hin and Long 
Beach State’s Brett Lederer lead the 
way with nine-under-par 135 
totals.
Mustang GeotV Gonzalez is tied 
for 16th place after rounds of 71 
and 77 for a 148 total and David 
Lewinski is in 20th place following 
rounds of 74 and 76 for a 150 total.
Also scoring for C'al Poly are 
Cdiris Kirk, tied for 21st place with 
rounds of 76 and 75 for a 151 total; 
and Brycen Wagner, tied for 23rd 
place with rounds of 74 and 78 for 
a 152 total.
C'al Poly has won its last two 
tournaments this spring — the 
Mustang Intercollegiate at Cypress 
Ridge Ciolf Course in Arroyo 
Grande and the Pacific Coast 
Intercollegiate at Alisal River Golf 
Cdub in Solvang.
In the women’s championship, 
UC Irvine leads with a 15-over-par 
591 total, followed by Long Beach 
State (618) and UC Riverside 
(624). C'al Poly is 47 strokes off the 
pace with its 638 total.
The top Mustang finisher after 
36 holes is Julia Heath, who is tied 
for ninth place with rounds of 74 
and 79 for a nine-over-par 153. 
Teammate Hannah Brabb is in
see Golf, page 10
Atherstone, Hayes shine at 
beach voU^Tiall nationals
T he Cal Poly d u o  reached  
th e  sem ifinals o f  the  
C o lleg ia te  Beach V olleyball 
C h am p io n sh ip s .
Tristan Aird
MUSTANG DAILY
It didn’t take long for Cal Poly’s Kylie Atherstone and Chelsea Hayes to establish 
themselves Sunday at the Collegiate 
Beach Volleyball C'hampionships in 
Oown Point Park at Mission Bay in 
San Diego.
Sophomore outside hitter 
Atherstone and junior setter Hayes 
formed a tandem that went 2-2 at 
the tournament, reaching the semi­
finals with a pair of upset wins 
before bowing out to Stanford.
“ It was kind of a whirlwind,’’ 
Hayes said Monday night. “We 
found out about it a week ago. We 
had to get as much knowledge (on 
opponents) as we could and go 
down there and play.”
Atherstone and Hayes had the 
eighth and final seed in Pool A, but 
that proved little obstacle on the 
way to a 2-1 record in pool play. 
After opening with a 15-7, 16-18, 
15-13 loss to top-seeded Nebraska, 
C'al Poly rattled off consecutive 
wins over No. 4 seed Minnesota 
(15-13, 15-10) and No. 5 seed Texas 
(27-25, 15-13).
In the semifinal round, the 
Mustangs drew the second seed 
from Pool B, Stanford.The C^ardinal 
handed Atherstone and Hayes a 21- 
16, 21-12 loss in a match that 
spanned 34 minutes.
Nebraska’s Jordan Larson and 
Sarah Pavan won the tournament in 
an hour-long contest over Stanford 
by scores of 19-21, 23-21, 18-16.
“I think it was what we expect­
ed,” Hayes said. “We knew that we 
didn’t have that much time to pre­
pare. We knew we could compete. 
There wasn’t anyone who blew us 
away.”
The tournament can be viewed 
via tape delay in separate install­
ments on College Sports Television 
with semifinals scheduled to air 
May 18 and 19 and the champi­
onship match May 20.
Hayes said competing — and 
winning — against national powers 
on the beach is a sign of the times 
for C'al Poly’s volleyball program.
“I think it was really important 
for us to be invited to this tourna-
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Shown during a 3-1 home loss to Cal in the second round of the NCAA 
Tournament on Dec. 2, 2006, Cal Poly sophomore outside hitter Kylie 
Atherstone (left) and junior setter Chelsea Hayes reached the semifinals 
of the Collegiate Beach Volleyball Championships on Sunday.
ment,” she said.
“C'al Poly vol­
leyball is
becoming a big 
name. We’re 
getting recogni­
tion nationally.”
C'al Poly is 
coming off a 
23-6 season in 
which it won 
the Big West 
C o n f e r e n c e  
with a 13-1 record and reached the 
second round of the NC'AA 
Tournament.The Mustangs finished 
17th in the final American 
Volleyball Coaches Association poll, 
capping a season in which they 
reached the NCAA Tournament for 
the first time since 2(K)2, won a 
tournament match for the first time 
since 2(XK), entered a national rank­
ing for the first time since 1999,
Kylie
Atherstone
hosted a sub­
regional for the 
first time since 
1989 and won 
an outright 
conference title 
for the first 
time since 
1984.
At the end of 
the historic 
c a m p a i g n ,  
Atherstone was 
named Big West Co-Player of the 
Year and Hayes first-team All-Big 
West.
Hayes said the biggest adjustment 
to beach volleyball as compared to 
the fall season is playing with only 
two people.
“Definitely just the fact there’s 
only two people,” she said. “You’re 
touching the ball every contact.You 
see Volleyball, page 10
Chelsea
Hayes
Mustang LHP Leonard named BW C Co-Pitcher o f ^ X^ek
Cal Poly freshman southpaw  
M att Leonard fired a three-hit 
shu tou t in a 3-0 hom e win 
over UC Riverside on Saturday.
SPORTS INF<»RMATION REPORT
IRVINE — Complete-game 
shutouts earned Cal Poly’s Matt 
Leonard and ('al State Fullerton’s 
Jeff Kaplan Big West Conference 
Co-Pitcher of the Week honors 
Monday, while Kaplan’s teammate, 
Evan McArthur, received player of
the week accolades.
It was the first honor of the sea­
son for all three players.
On Saturday, Leonard guided the 
Mustangs to a 3-0 win over UC 
Riverside in tossing a complete- 
game, three-hit shutout. The south­
paw scattered just three hits and 
recorded nine strikeouts, three shy 
of a career high. Leonard’s outing 
was just Cal Poly’s second complete 
game of the season.
Kaplan threw his second com­
plete-game shutout of the year
Saturday night, surrendering five 
hits, while striking out seven in the 
Titans’ 2-0 win over Pacific. He 
retired the first six Tigers he faced 
and then sat down the final 10 to 
earn his team-leading seventh win 
of the year.
Titan third baseman Evan 
McArthur hit a team-leading .545 
and his first two home runs of the 
season in the three-game sweep over 
Pacific. In Friday’s 18-1 win, 
McArthur was 3 for 4 with a pair of 
walks and scored five runs, knocking
in three more. On Sunday, his sec­
ond home run of the week proved 
to be the game-winner, as Cal State 
Fullerton went on to defeat the 
Tigers 12-1. For the week, he tallied 
14 total bases, while slugging 1.273 
with a .615 on-base percentage.
Cal State Fullerton and Cal Poly 
currently sit one-two in the Big 
West standings.
Others nominated for this week’s 
honor were infielder Jorge Andrade 
Jr. (Cal State Northridge) and pitch­
er James Simmons (UC Riverside).
13 years is a 
long tíme
Tristan Aird
MUSTANG DAILY
(Congratulations to all you die­
hard Golden State Warriors fans.
For the first time since 1994, your 
team is in the NBA Playoffs. Not 
only that, it won a playoff' game for 
the first time since 1992 on Sunday 
night. It was also the team’s first road 
playoff win since 1991.
1991?
Think about that for a second.
(Cal Poly was still a Division II 
school, Shaquille O ’Neal was still in 
college, Joe Montana was still with 
the 49ers and nobody had ever 
heard of a PlayStation.
We’re talking about a team that 
had faded into such obscurity, no 
one really knew where it played. 
People would a.sk, “I )o the Warriors 
play in San Jose, San Francisco or 
Oakland? Berkeley? Fresno?”
We’re talking about a team that 
drafted Todd Fuller above Kobe 
Bryant, traded Mitch Richmond for 
Billy ('fwens, let Chris Webber go 
after one Rookie of the Year season, 
once had its best player (Latrell 
Spa’well) choke its head coach and 
was too cheap to keep Gilbert 
Aa*nas but somehow found the cash 
to give Adonal Foyle a $41.6 million 
contract.
We’re talking about absolute 
ineptitude.
Your 5-year-old little brother 
could make better personnel deci­
sions.
But those days are long gone.
In this new Warriors era of pos­
sessing perhaps the best backcourt in 
the league, a 10-deep roster that can 
hang with anyone in the NBA and 
selling out Oracle Arena night after 
night, anything seems possible.
Sunday’s win, by the way, would 
have made it onto the back sports 
page if not for that loathsome 9 p.m. 
deadline.
Here are some other random 
musings:
• The next time UC Santa 
B4rbara comes to town chanting 
“high-school gy-ym, high-school 
gy-ym!” here’s a good response:“No 
foot-ball pro-gram, no foot-ball pro-
I**gram!
It’s all in good ftin.
• I got quite a shock last week 
while shopping for video games.
(iuess who’s on the cover of 
“MVP 07 NCAA Baseball?” That’s 
right, it’s JcR‘d Weaver, rocking his 
Long Beach State gear fiom only a 
few years back. Weaver drew a 
see Wild Pitch, page 10
